The American Indian Language Development Institute Thirty Year Tradition of Speaking from Our Heart is a commemorative publication celebrating the many years of commitment by one of the country’s most renowned training institutes for Indigenous language education and revitalization. The AILDPI honors the many educators that have attended the institute whom have taken on the responsibility of preserving, documenting, revitalizing, and maintaining their Indigenous languages. Continue the fight!

The College of Education at the University of Arizona is proud to be home to the American Indian Language Development Institute. For over a quarter of a century, AILDPI has provided leadership for Arizona and the nation on issues that need to be addressed to preserve and advance the status of Indigenous languages. Through collaborations with the Language, Reading and Culture Program, Department of Linguistics and the American Indian Studies Program, AILDPI has created a community of scholars and practitioners that is truly unique in the country and, indeed, around the world. The many students who come to Tucson every summer participate in courses, workshops, and cultural events that promote both scholarly understanding and educational practice in Indigenous language preservation, documentation, and revitalization.

Without doubt, AILDPI has impacted the country as students return home with fresh ideas, approaches applicable to their communities and a network of new colleagues. But AILDPI has had impact here at the University as well. Many AILDPI students go on to enroll in degree programs at the University, having experienced the power of their summer courses. When these students graduate, they move into positions of leadership where they are dedicated to Indigenous language education for their community.

The College of Education and the University of Arizona are committed to the long-term vitality of AILDPI in its second quarter century. The new scholars and teachers who have been touched by the AILDPI experience will ensure that Indigenous languages will have advocates and supporters for many years to come.

—Dean Ronald W. Marx, University of Arizona, College of Education

Many distinguished faculty and educators from across the country have been a part of AILDPI and have worked to protect Indigenous languages and cultures. We are proud of AILDPI’s accomplishments and for being recognized as one of the ten outstanding programs in the country for minority teacher preparation by the U.S. Department of Education. AILDPI has also made notable contributions in the international arena working with First Nations people of Canada and Indigenous communities in South America.

—President Robert N. Shelton, University of Arizona
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